Is Technology Helping
or Hurting us?
by Leigh Donaldson
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a casual conversation or to learn something new
that isn’t displayed on a large screen or presented
in a quick and easy format. Workplaces and classrooms can be fertile ground for the perpetuation
of technological mania. In an ever competitive
business environment, many office workers are
expected to perform like multi-faceted machines.
Being forced to multi-task often means suffering
from data overload along with all the other jobrelated stressors. Being tethered to cell phones,
pagers and laptops, conference calls, webinars,
Skpe, is a recipe for a nervous breakdown.
“Given the powerful economic forces that
have a self-interest in colonizing our consciousness ...devising effective ways to protect our
contemplative consciousness is going to be a formidable challenge indeed,” writes David Bollier
in his article More, Better, Faster!: How Our
Spastic Digital Culture Scrambles Our Brains.
“When commercial values such as productivity
and efficiency become so pervasive and internalized, they crowd out other ways of being.”
Despite any claims, technology is not primarily created, designed and promoted with the
consumers’ best interest in mind. It is pay dirt for
the companies who create it, first and foremost.
Technology is driven by market and profit-making forces. Advertising makes many ravenous for
the latest and hippest techo-gadgetry. We extra
vagantly buy into the electronic communication
industry’s planned obsolescence for products we
become dependent upon, and later pay enormous
recycling fees to get rid of last year’s models,
which are full of poisons, dangerous metals and
chemicals. What is the logic in that?
It can be argued that individuals have a
choice about what they consume through websites, as well as television and radio. Indeed,
media can be used to both inform and entertain
us without turning us into compliant robots. But,
in the United States and abroad there is growing
professional belief in the concept of technology
addiction.
Not every tech user is hooked, but we all
may be beginning to think less and less on our
own. Not being hurried by electronic devices
that beep and flash is vital to the mind, soul
and imaginative spirit. The world that surrounds us can appear to be an ugly, hopeless

and bleak place when we rely on objects instead of ourselves to comprehend the human
condition.
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